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rom the revolutionary advance-

ment of BeyondMissing in

2001, to the expansive potential of

the newly released Milk Carton

Project (to be found at

www.milkcartonproject.org), the

KlaasKids Foundation has been

instrumental in evolving missing

child poster technology. Prior to

the dawn of the 21
st

 century, the

printing press, invented by

Johannes Gutenberg in the middle

ages, remained the primary means

of creating and distributing

missing child posters.

The first missing child flyer

was created for 4-year-old Charlie

Ross, who was kidnapped outside

his home in Germantown,

Pennsylvania on July 1, 1874. In

September, 1874 the Pinkerton

Detective Agency created a 2-1/2"

long by about 6" wide handbill and

asked local merchants to display it

in a conspicuous location. Un-

fortunately, Charlie Ross was not

recovered alive.

On May 25, 1979, 6-year-old

Etan Patz was kidnapped while

walking to a school bus in

Manhattan, New York. Etan Patz

became the first missing child to

transition from poster to milk

carton. Unfortunately, it was

decided that looking at the

desperate faces of the missing

around the family breakfast table

was disruptive, so the practice was

soon discontinued. Etan Patz was

not recovered alive, although, in his

honor, May 25 remains National

Missing Children’s Day.
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MILK CARTON PROJECT

Missing Kids and the Internet

The first missing child poster successfully trans-

mitted across the Internet was that of my daugh-

ter Polly Klaas. The Internet was in its infancy in

1993, and Polly was kidnapped in Petaluma,

California, which is very near Silicon Valley, the

epicenter of the high tech revolution. This fortu-

itous circumstance enabled first-generation

copies of Polly’s flyer to be downloaded

anywhere in the world where computers had

Internet access. This is why Polly’s flyer was seen

at the Bombay, India airport, among other exotic

locations. The Polly experiment with the Internet

should have heralded the birth of a dynamic re-

lationship between law enforcement and missing

children. Unfortunately, this did not happen for

seven more years. Instead, the Internet became

nothing more than the repository of forlorn

faces, as non-profit organizations and law

enforcement agencies maintained online albums

of missing children.

With few exceptions, such as fleeting

television images, hard copy printing and

manual distribution remained the primary

means of flyer distribution until 2001. The

creation of BeyondMissing, Inc.

(www.beyondmissing.com) represented a

quantum leap in the marriage between law

enforcement, the Internet and how they interact

on behalf of missing children. Funded through a

federal earmark, BeyondMissing enabled law

enforcement to upload pictures, fill out form

fields, and utilize broadcast fax and email

flyer distributions. Finally, the Internet was

enlisted as a relevant and pro-active partner in

the war to recover missing children.

In recent years, numerous websites have

been launched to highlight the plight of

individual missing children. The purpose of

these websites is to humanize

the children they were created

to represent. By providing a

mix of photographs, journals,

articles, and video, the public is

able to get a much better idea

of who these kids are. It is hoped that those who

view the websites will become personally

invested, recognize something that will break

the case, or otherwise influence case resolution.

Although the goals are the same, the qualities

of these websites are wildly inconsistent.

Those with resources are able to produce a

superior product to those who do not.

New Online Initiative for Missing Kids

In 2007, the Milk Carton Project

(www.milkcartonproject.org) was launched as a

joint venture between the KlaasKids Foundation

and Websleuths (www.websleuths.com). The

goal of the Milk Carton Project is to close the

gap between the tech-efficient families and the

tech-deficient families. User-friendly templates

enable families to provide personal and private

information, upload as many as 25 photographs,

and easily link newspaper articles and a variety

of video options. The Milk Carton Project also

provides a quality missing child website with an

all-important unique URL to every family that

needs help in recovering their missing loved

ones.

With more than 11,000 members,

Websleuths is one of the Internet’s largest

private True Crime/Missing Persons discussion

forums. By diligently pursuing the depths of

unsolved cases Websleuths provides important

support for victim’s families. By working with

law enforcement agencies and NPOs to provide

and disperse relevant case information,

Websleuths is able to aid families with limited

resources. Websleuths will work closely with the

KlaasKids Foundation to ensure that all missing

children’s cases are provided with high quality

resources to aid in the recovery of their loved

ones.!
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he Surviving Parents Coalition (SPC) was

formed to create a unified voice to lobby on

behalf of child safety legislation. Our mission is

to empower the surviving parents of children

who were abducted and sexually assaulted to

work together and present a unified voice for

legislation and prevention education that will

maximize efforts to stop child sexual abuse,

exploitation, and abduction.

Parents who lose a child to violence do whatever

they can to not succumb to grief. 

Those that are most successful are those

that fight back. Often that means dedicating

their lives to preventing another family from the

horror and pain that they have endured and

pursuing that goal with aggressive deter-

mination.  John and Magi Bish, Sharon

Brooks, Rebecca DeMauro, Marc and Violet

Klaas, Mary Kozakiewicz, Mark Lunsford, Mika

Moulton, Colleen Nick, Erin Runnion, Ed Smart

and Linda Walker have all chosen to fight back

instead of succumbing to depression, addiction,

apathy or denial. Our paths have crossed

numerous times throughout the years as we

have lobbied Congress and state legislatures

to advocate for effective child safety

legislation.

Adam Walsh Act Bill Signing

Prior to forming the SPC, many of us gathered

in the White House Rose Garden on July 27,

2006, to witness as President Bush signed the

Adam Walsh Child Protection Safety Act. We

arrived with great expectations that this new

legislation would represent the child

predator’s worst nightmare. However, when

funding was not forthcoming, it soon became

clear that the bill signing represented symbol

Members of Surving Parents Coalition (from left to right):  Mary Kozakiewicz (daughter Alicia Kozakiewicz, survived); Magi Bish (daughter Molly Bish); Mika Moulton (son Christopher
Meyer); Mark Lunsford (daughter Jessica Lunsford); Erin Runnion (daughter Samantha Runnion); Ed Smart (daughter Elizabeth Smart, survived); Violet & Marc Klaas (daughter Polly Klaas)

On the cover of People Magazine 8/10/07
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over substance. The SPC was formed when we

realized that our united protest would carry

more weight than our individual efforts.

Obtaining funding for the Adam Walsh

legislation is very important to the SPC.  Once

funding is obtained, it will help to protect

children from sexual exploitation and violent

crime, help to prevent child abuse and

child pornography, and promote Internet safety.

This very important legislation honors the

memories of all child crime victims.

Funding the Adam Walsh legislation

will enable the Coalition to pursue our second

legislative priority with increased focus: waging

a war against the epidemic of child pornography

and the online enticement of our children.  The

internet represents the predator’s new play-

ground and the multi-billion dollar child

pornography industry proliferates online. The

U.S. Department of Justice estimates that

hundreds of thousands of criminals are actively

engaged in the production and distribution of

child pornography within our borders. 

Congressional Testimony

On October 17, 2007, the House Judiciary Com-

mittee held hearings outlining law en-

forcement efforts to battle child pornography on

the Internet. Special Agent Flint Waters of the

Wyoming Division of Criminal Investigation

testified that law enforcement is able to identify

at least 350,000 individuals trafficking and peer-

to-peer file sharing sadistic, pornographic

images of very young children. The good news

is that law enforcement can track these in-

dividuals. They are just a subpoena away from

arrest and prosecution. The bad news is that the

resources to investigate and prosecute do not

exist. Less than 2% of known cases will be

investigated and prosecuted. If that weren’t

enough 19-year-old Alicia Kozakiewicz,

daughter of SPC member Mary Kozakiewicz,

testified about her own ordeal at the hands of an

online predator. When she was only 13 years old,

an online predator lured her to almost certain

death. Authorities placed her odds at recovery at

1,000,000 to 1. As such, she must be heard.

War on Predators Act

It is unconscionable that law enforcement lacks

the resources to go after these sick perverts.

That is why the SPC is lobbying for the War

on Child Predators Act (S-1738 Biden, Boxer –

HR-3845 Wasserman). This important legislation

will fund the largest law enforcement army ever

gathered to fund efforts to investigate, pros-

ecute and imprison individuals known to traffic

in child pornography.   We encourage all Ameri-

cans to contact their federal legislators and

demand that they put their full support be-

hind this important legislation. Anything less is

unacceptable.

The Surviving Parents Coalition was

featured in the August 10, 2007 issue of People

Magazine in an article entitled, ”Drawing

Strength from Sorrow.”  The article stresses the

importance of the support the parents offer to

one another and their united effort to battle

child predators.  As members of a club that no

one wishes to join, they reach out their hands in

comfort and friendship to the victim’s families.  

The SPC encourages any parent who has

had a child abducted and sexually assaulted to

post their story on our website at

www.survivingparentscoalition.org. We invite

you to join and work with the coalition to

prevent future violence against children.   Since

our story was published in People Magazine,

Ahmad Rivarzfar and Michelle Duffey have

come onboard in the call to end sexual violence.

The SPC hopes that an informed public will hold

sexual offenders accountable. This will create

positive change, and with change will come a

new level of safety for our children.!
By Linda Walker,

Member of Surviving Parents Coalition
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uman sex trafficking is: (a) sex trafficking

in which a commercial sex act is induced

by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the

person induced to perform such act has not

attained 18 years of age; or (b) the recruitment,

harboring, transportation, provision, or

obtaining of a person for labor or services,

through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for

the purpose of subjection to involuntary

servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery."

In 2000, human trafficking, the modern

day equivalent of slavery, became an American

legislative priority when Congress passed the

Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA).

Human trafficking, which includes labor and sex

trafficking, is acknowledged as the second most

profitable international criminal enterprise after

drug smuggling. Victims of human trafficking

are forced or coerced to work or commit sexual

acts by violent criminals who strip them of their

dignity and their freedom. Many of its victims

are social outcasts: people entrapped by poverty

or otherwise marginalized. However, the

children of middle class American families are

also victims of human trafficking.  The TVPA is

going to be reauthorized in 2007. It is im-

perative that the focus be redirected to areas

that better represent the needs of U.S. citizens.

The TVPA was based on the theory that

the United States is, “a transit and destination

country for trafficking in persons. It is estimated

that 14,500 to 17,500 people, primarily women

and children, are trafficked to the U.S. an-

nually.”  The U.S. Department of State was

authorized to pursue the goals of the TVPA by

enlisting a coalition of

governmental and non-

governmental agencies to work

with foreign nations. Globally,

more than $448 million in tax

payer money has been allocated

for services and benefits that:

protect victims of human

trafficking and assist them in

rebuilding their lives within

U.S. borders; fund educational and public

awareness initiatives to prevent future incidents

of human trafficking; and create new law

enforcement tools to stiffen Federal penalties

and strengthen the prosecution of human

traffickers.

Domestic Victims of Human Trafficking

In the United States, between 1.6 and 2.8 million

children run away every year, and half of all

runaways are girls.  Within 48 hours of hitting

the streets, one-third of these children are lured

or recruited into the underground world of

prostitution or pornography. It is very simple:

according to United States law, children can

never consent to prostitution, it is always

exploitation. According to the TVPA, a person

who has not attained 18 years of age and is

induced to perform a commercial sex act is then

a victim of human sex trafficking.  Therefore, all

underage youth who are involved in prostitution

and who are under the influence of a pimp are

citizen victims of human sex trafficking.

In order to receive the benefits and

services outlined in the TVPA, victims must

undergo a certification process administered by

the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), a

Domestic sex
trafficking is

America’s new dirty
little secret and the
sooner we acknowl-
edge that fact the
sooner we will be
able to do some-
thing about it.
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division of the Department of Health and

Human Services (HHS) whose mission is to,

“help refugees to establish a new life that is

founded on the dignity of economic self-support

and encompasses full participation in oppor-

tunities which Americans enjoy.”

Therein lays the fatal flaw upon which the

TVPA was conceived and implemented. Because

they are United States citizens, domestic victims

of human trafficking cannot be certified, there-

fore they are not eligible for the services out-

lined and authorized under the TVPA. The

TVPA rationalizes this oversight by stating that

U.S. citizens are already eligible for a host of

social services.  Unfortunately, most of the

services available to U.S. citizens do not relate to

the issues faced by young girls in dire straits who

exist with little hope, few resources and are

under the burden of fear and coercion.  Those

services include, but are not limited to:

! Temporary Assistance for Needy Families:

this is cash “welfare” that is only available for

families with children.

! Food Stamps: used like cash to pay for food

at most grocery stores. Single person cannot

get this unless working or attending school.

! Supplemental Security Income: a monthly

benefit for people who are blind, have severe

disabilities, or are at least 65 years old and

have limited income and resources.

! State Children’s Health Insurance Program: a

public health insurance program for low-

income, uninsured children 18 years of age

or younger who do not qualify for Medicaid.

! Health Screening: which is provided by the

Department of Public Health for diagnosis,

treatment and prevention of any illness.

! One-Stop Career Center System: which

provides free job search and employment

centers that provide information and

assistance for people who are looking for a

job or who need education and training in

order to get a job.

! Job Corps: a Department of Labor residential

and job education program for youth aged

16-24.

! Crime Victim’s Compensation: eligibility for

this program is situation-dependent and

extremely complex.  Well known by social

service professionals, it is designed as a last

resort program that is almost impossible to

access.

! Housing: a program that provides eligibility

for public housing authority assistance.

Dismal Success Rate
To date, only 1,362 victims of human traffick-

ing have been certified, qualifying them to

receive services and benefits. By the end of FY

2006, 123 human trafficking cases had been filed

against 360 defendants, and 238 convictions had

been achieved.

Since 2000, the TVPA  has been re-

authorized twice. The Trafficking Victims

Protection Reauthorization Act of 2005 was the

first iteration of the TVPA to truly acknowledge

U.S. citizen victims of human trafficking.

Between FY 2005 and FY 2006, more than $53

million was invested in domestic anti-trafficking

efforts.  Unfortunately, since citizen victims of

human trafficking cannot be certified, they are

not eligible to receive the benefits of this

domestic investment.

Until we acknowledge that domestic sex

traffic is America’s new dirty little secret,

countless American children will continue to be

exploited by the cruel manipulations of pimps

and johns. To date, these sex traffickers have

been given a free pass, if not outright en-

couragement, to engage in the most exploitive of

criminal behavior.  International victims of

trafficking deserve help, but we are ignoring that

American girls are being held as sex slaves in our

own cities. So far, nearly half a billion dollars has

been invested into human trafficking with

woefully pitiful results because the issue has not

been properly defined. The TVPA is up for

reauthorization now and if corrective measures

are not taken, our government will simply

continue as enablers of criminal conduct that

shames our culture and our society.!
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